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1. For the first question regarding syllabus is different semester 62% 

of students says that it is excellent , 18% student are of the opinion 

that it is very good, 10% student believe that it is good and 

remaining 10% students say that it is fair. 

2. According to the feedback about the second question rearding 

assignment and quizzes. 48% Students are of the opinion that is 

excellent, 32% students are of the opinion that is very good, 10% 

students believe that is good, and remaining 10%students say that 

is fair. 

3. The use of ICT is teaching during the entire programme 40% 

students say that it is excellent, 27% students are of the opinion 

that is very good,23% students says that it is good, and remaining 

10% students believe that it is fair. 

4. The quality of teaching is the Institution 52% students say that it is 

excellent, 28% students believe that it is very good and 

08%students opinion that it is good , 12% of students says that it is 

fair. 

5. Availability & Text and reference books in the library for the 

different semester 18% student says that is excellent, 22% students 

opinion are very good, 39% students says that is very good. And 

21% students says  it is fair. 

6. For the overall quality and infrastructure facilities available in the 

college 22% students says that is excellent, 18% students opinion 

are very good, 68% students says that is very good. And 12% 

students says  it is fair. 



7. In the seventh questions for fairness of the internal evaluation 

process by the teachers 71% students opinion are excellent , 10% 
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students says that is very good , 09% students says that is good and 

11% students believe are in fair. 

8. The rate of teachers approach about students overall development 

48% students opinion are that is excellent , 22% students says that 

is very good , 18% students says that is good and 22% students 

believe are in fair. 

9. In the nine question about the courses in term of current 

employbilility scenario 68% students opinion are hat is excellent, 

12% students says that is very good , 10% students says that is 

good and 10% students believe are in fair. 

10. About the scholarship facilities available in college 52% students 

opinion are that is excellent, 18% students says that is very good , 

20% students says that is good and 20% students believe are in fair. 
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students says it is fair. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus is different semester 48% 

of students says that it is excellent , 32% student are of the opinion 

that it is very good, 10% student believe that it is good and 

remaining 10% students say that it is fair. 

2. According to the feedback about the second question rearding 

assignment and quizzes. 52% Students are of the opinion that is 

excellent, 28% students are of the opinion that is very good, 09% 

students believe that is good, and remaining 11% students say that 

is fair. 

3. During the entire programme the use of ICT is teaching 52% 

students say that it is excellent, 18% students are of the opinion 

that is very good, 17% students says that it is good, and remaining 

13% students believe that it is fair. 

4. The quality of teaching is the Institution 38% students say that it is 

excellent, 22% students believe that it is very good and 

20%students opinion that it is good , 20% of students says that it is 

fair. 

5. Availability & Text and reference books in the library for the 

different semester 42% student says that is excellent, 38% students 

opinion are very good, 10% students says that is very good. And 

10% students says  it is fair. 

6. For the overall quality and infrastructure facilities available in the 

college 63% students says that is excellent, 17% students opinion 

are very good, 12% students says that is very good. And 08% 



7. In the seventh questions for fairness of the internal evaluation 

process by the teachers 40% students opinion are excellent , 18% 
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students says that is very good , 22% students says that is good. 

and 20% students believe are in fair. 

8. The rate of teachers approach about students overall development 

48% students opinion are that is excellent , 30% students says that 

is very good , 12% students says that is good and 10% students 

believe are in fair. 

9. In the nine question about the courses in term of current 

employbilility scenario 72% students opinion are hat is excellent, 

10% students says that is very good , 08% students says that is 

good and 10% students believe are in fair. 

10. About the scholarship facilities available in college 62% students 

opinion are that is excellent, 18% students says that is very good , 

09% students says that is good and 11% students believe are in fair. 
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113% students says it is fair. 

6. For the overall quality and infrastructure facilities available in the 

college 42% students says that is excellent, 17% students opinion 

are very good, 31% students says that is very good. And 10% 

students says it is fair. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus is different semester 48% 

of students says that it is excellent , 22% student are of the opinion 

that it is very good, 18% student believe that it is good and 

remaining 22% students say that it is fair. 

2. According to the feedback about the second question rearding 

assignment and quizzes. 52% Students are of the opinion that is 

excellent, 18%students are of the opinion that is very good, 

18%students believe that is good, and remaining 22% students say 

that is fair. 

3. During the entire programme the use of ICT is teaching 47% 

students say that it is excellent, 33% students are of the opinion 

that is very good, 11% students says that it is good, and remaining 

09% students believe that it is fair. 

4. The quality of teaching is the Institution 58% students say that it is 

excellent, 22% students believe that it is very good and 

11%students opinion that it is good , 09% of students says that it is 

fair. 

5. Availability & Text and reference books in the library for the 

different semester 38% student says that is excellent, 22% students 

opinion are very good, 27% students says that is very good. And 



7. In the seventh questions for fairness of the internal evaluation 

process by the teachers 61% students opinion are excellent , 29% 
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students says that is very good , 11% students says that is good. 

and 09% students believe are in fair. 

8. The rate of teachers approach about students overall development 

63% students opinion are that is excellent , 18% students says that 

is very good , 11% students says that is good and 10% students 

believe are in fair. 

9. In the nine question about the courses in term of current 

employbilility scenario 47% students opinion are hat is excellent, 

33% students says that is very good , 11% students says that is 

good and 09% students believe are in fair. 

10. About the scholarship facilities available in college 46% students 

opinion are that is excellent, 33% students says that is very good , 

11% students says that is good and 10% students believe are in fair. 
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11% students says it is fair. 

6. For the overall quality and infrastructure facilities available in the 

college 38% students says that is excellent, 22% students opinion 

are very good, 28% students says that is very good. And 12% 

students says it is fair. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus is different semester 48% 

of students says that it is excellent , 22% student are of the opinion 

that it is very good, 19% student believe that it is good and 

remaining 21% students say that it is fair. 

2. According to the feedback about the second question rearding 

assignment and quizzes. 49% Students are of the opinion that is 

excellent, 21%students are of the opinion that is very good, 

21%students believe that is good, and remaining 19% students say 

that is fair. 

3. During the entire programme the use of ICT is teaching 51% 

students say that it is excellent, 29% students are of the opinion 

that is very good, 11% students says that it is good, and remaining 

09% students believe that it is fair. 

4. The quality of teaching is the Institution 57% students say that it is 

excellent, 23% students believe that it is very good and 

09%students opinion that it is good , 11% of students says that it is 

fair. 

5. Availability & Text and reference books in the library for the 

different semester 42% student says that is excellent, 18% students 

opinion are very good, 29% students says that is very good. And 
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7. In the seventh questions for fairness of the internal evaluation 

process by the teachers 61% students opinion are excellent , 29% 

students says that is very good , 10% students says that is good. 

and 10% students believe are in fair. 

8. The rate of teachers approach about students overall development 

60% students opinion are that is excellent , 20% students says that 

is very good, 12% students says that is good and 08% students 

believe are in fair. 

9. In the nine question about the courses in term of current 

employbilility scenario 49% students opinion are that is excellent, 

28% students says that is very good , 13% students says that is 

good and 10% students believe are in fair. 

10. About the scholarship facilities available in college 53% students 

opinion are that is excellent, 28% students says that is very good , 

11% students says that is good and 10% students believe are in fair. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus is different semester 60% 

of students says that it is excellent , 20% student are of the opinion 

that it is very good, 10% student believe that it is good and 

remaining 10% students say that it is fair. 

2. According to the feedback about the second question rearding 

assignment and quizzes. 50% Students are of the opinion that is 

excellent, 30%students are of the opinion that is very good, 

12%students believe that is good, and remaining 08% students say 

that is fair. 

3. During the entire programme the use of ICT is teaching 42% 

students say that it is excellent, 23% students are of the opinion 

that is very good, 25% students says that it is good, and remaining 

10% students believe that it is fair. 

4. The quality of teaching is the Institution 47% students say that it is 

excellent, 30% students believe that it is very good and 

13%students opinion that it is good , 10% of students says that it is 

fair. 

5. Availability & Text and reference books in the library for the 

different semester 22% student says that is excellent, 38% students 

opinion are very good, 18% students says that is very good. And 

22% students says  it is fair. 

6. For the overall quality and infrastructure facilities available in the 

college 20% students says that is excellent, 20% students opinion 

are very good, 38% students says that is good. And 22% students 

says it is fair. 
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7. In the seventh questions for fairness of the internal evaluation 

process by the teachers 72% students opinion are excellent , 08% 

students says that is very good , 10% students says that is good. 

and 10% students believe are in fair. 

8. The rate of teachers approach about students overall development 

58% students opinion are that is excellent , 22% students says that 

is very good, 10% students says that is good and 10% students 

believe are in fair. 

9. In the nine question about the courses in term of current 

employbilility scenario 48% students opinion are that is excellent, 

22% students says that is very good , 22% students says that is 

good and 08% students believe are in fair. 

10. About the scholarship facilities available in college 73% students 

opinion are that is excellent, 12% students says that is very good , 

10% students says that is good and 5% students believe are in fair. 
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10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 
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1. In the question no. 1 the rate of overall for effective delivery of the 

academic process, 55% Teacher says that for process are excellent , 

18% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% teachers says good 

and 12% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

2. About second question the rate of learning outcomes that our 

students have achieved courses 54% Teachers views that is 

excellent , 16% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% teachers 

says good and 15% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

3. Question no. 3 related this questions the curriculum is design to 

promote students centric methods for enhancing learning 

experience 45% teachers says that is excellent , 20% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 28% teachers says good and 17% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

4. In the 4 Question about the rate of quality and relevance of the 

courses included in the curriculum 50% teachers says that is 

excellent , 25% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% teachers 

says good and 10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

5. In the 5 Question about the rate the student understanding 

capability about the course taught by teacher 45% teachers says 

that is excellent, 30% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% 

teachers says good and 10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

6. The rate of courses in terms of their relevance requirement 45% 

teachers says that is excellent in the present job market, 25% 



7. In the seventh question the rate of transparency of the evaluation 

system in the college 55% teachers it is excellent, 15% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 20% teachers says good and 10% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 
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8. In the Eight question 65% teachers syas that is excellent about 

students discussed assignment and their academic problems, 15% 

teachers opinion that is very good, 10% teachers says good and 

10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

9. 65% teacher are agree with excellent about their talent is used in 

college, 15% teachers opinion that is very good, 10% teachers says 

good and 10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

10. The present institution 75% teacher says that is excellent about 

their job satisfaction, 09% teachers opinion that is very good, 11% 

teachers says good and 5% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

11. In the Eleven question The principle leadership is effective in the 

college, 79% teacher says are excellent , 16% teachers opinion that 

is very good, 07% teachers says good and 03% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 

12. The rate of resources teachers need for teaching in the college 

45% teachers says that is excellent, 30% teachers opinion that is 

very good, 17% teachers says good and 08% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 
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teachers opinion that is very good, 17% teachers says good and 

13% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 
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1. In the question no. 1 the rate of overall for effective delivery of the 

academic process, 64% Teacher says that for process are excellent , 

16% teachers opinion that is very good, 12% teachers says good 

and 08% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

2. About second question the rate of learning outcomes that our 

students have achieved courses 53% Teachers views that is 

excellent , 17% teachers opinion that is very good, 16% teachers 

says good and 14% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

3. Question no. 3 related this questions the curriculum is design to 

promote students centric methods for enhancing learning 

experience 47% teachers says that is excellent , 19% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 17% teachers says good and 18% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

4. In the 4 Question about the rate of quality and relevance of the 

courses included in the curriculum 58% teachers says that is 

excellent , 17% teachers opinion that is very good, 14% teachers 

says good and 11% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

5. In the 5 Question about the rate the student understanding 

capability about the course taught by teacher 45% teachers says 

that is excellent, 30% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% 

teachers says good and 10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

6. The rate of courses in terms of their relevance requirement 45% 

teachers says that is excellent in the present job market, 25% 



7. In the seventh question the rate of transparency of the evaluation 
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system in the college 55% teachers it is excellent, 15% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 17% teachers says good and 13% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

8. In the Eight question 65% teachers says that is excellent about 

students discussed assignment and their academic problems, 14% 

teachers opinion that is very good, 11% teachers says good and 

09% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

9. 69% teacher are agree with excellent about their talent is used in 

college, 11% teachers opinion that is very good, 13% teachers says 

good and 07% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

10. The present institution 75% teacher says that is excellent about 

their job satisfaction, 13% teachers opinion that is very good, 7% 

teachers says good and 5% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

11. In the Eleven question The principle leadership is effective in the 

college, 85% teacher says are excellent , 10% teachers opinion that 

is very good, 5% teachers says good and 5% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 

12. The rate of resources teachers need for teaching in the college 

47% teachers says that is excellent, 28% teachers opinion that is 

very good, 14% teachers says good and 11% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 
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1. In the question no. 1 the rate of overall for effective delivery of the 

academic process, 63% Teacher says that for process are excellent , 

17% teachers opinion that is very good, 12% teachers says good 

and 08% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

2. About second question the rate of learning outcomes that our 

students have achieved courses 52% Teachers views that is 

excellent , 18% teachers opinion that is very good, 16% teachers 

says good and 14% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

3. Question no. 3 related this questions the curriculum is design to 

promote students centric methods for enhancing learning 

experience 44% teachers says that is excellent , 21% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 23% teachers says good and 12% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

4. In the 4 Question about the rate of quality and relevance of the 

courses included in the curriculum 56% teachers says that is 

excellent , 19% teachers opinion that is very good, 14% teachers 

says good and 11% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

5. In the 5 Question about the rate the student understanding 

capability about the course taught by teacher 49% teachers says 

that is excellent, 26% teachers opinion that is very good, 13% 

teachers says good and 12% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

6. The rate of courses in terms of their relevance requirement 45% 

teachers says that is excellent in the present job market, 25% 

teachers opinion that is very good, 17% teachers says good and 

13% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 



7. In the seventh question the rate of transparency of the evaluation 
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system in the college 55% teachers it is excellent, 15% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 19% teachers says good and 11% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

8. In the Eight question 63% teachers says that is excellent about 

students discussed assignment and their academic problems, 17% 

teachers opinion that is very good, 11% teachers says good and 9% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

9. 62% teacher are agree with excellent about their talent is used in 

college, 18% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% teachers says 

good and 5% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

10. The present institution 75% teacher says that is excellent about 

their job satisfaction, 15% teachers opinion that is very good, 5% 

teachers says good and 5% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

11. In the Eleven question The principle leadership is effective in the 

college, 82% teacher says are excellent , 13% teachers opinion that 

is very good, 5% teachers says good and 5% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 

12. The rate of resources teachers need for teaching in the college 

45% teachers says that is excellent, 30% teachers opinion that is 

very good, 15% teachers says good and 10% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 
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1. In the question no. 1 the rate of overall for effective delivery of the 

academic process, 62% Teacher says that for process are excellent , 

18% teachers opinion that is very good, 14% teachers says good 

and 6% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

2. About second question the rate of learning outcomes that our 

students have achieved courses 55% Teachers views that is 

excellent , 20% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% teachers 

says good and 10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

3. Question no. 3 related this questions the curriculum is design to 

promote students centric methods for enhancing learning 

experience 42% teachers says that is excellent , 33% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 16% teachers says good and 9% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

4. In the 4 Question about the rate of quality and relevance of the 

courses included in the curriculum 49% teachers says that is 

excellent , 26% teachers opinion that is very good, 16% teachers 

says good and 9% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

5. In the 5 Question about the rate the student understanding 

capability about the course taught by teacher 45% teachers says 

that is excellent, 30% teachers opinion that is very good, 15% 

teachers says good and 10% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

6. The rate of courses in terms of their relevance requirement 18% 

teachers says that is excellent in the present job market, 12% 

teachers opinion that is very good, 52% teachers says good and 



7. In the seventh question the rate of transparency of the evaluation 

system in the college 56% teachers it is excellent, 14% teachers 

opinion that is very good, 17% teachers says good and 13% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 
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8. In the Eight question 66% teachers says that is excellent about 

students discussed assignment and their academic problems, 14% 

teachers opinion that is very good, 11% teachers says good and 9% 

remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

9. 63% teacher are agree with excellent about their talent is used in 

college, 17% teachers opinion that is very good, 16% teachers says 

good and 4% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

10. The present institution 76% teacher says that is excellent about 

their job satisfaction, 14% teachers opinion that is very good, 6% 

teachers says good and 4% remaining teachers opinion are fair. 

11. In the Eleven question The principle leadership is effective in the 

college, 81% teacher says are excellent , 9% teachers opinion that 

is very good, 6% teachers says good and 4% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 

12. The rate of resources teachers need for teaching in the college 

42% teachers says that is excellent, 33% teachers opinion that is 

very good, 13% teachers says good and 12% remaining teachers 

opinion are fair. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus need its revision for 

effective performance 13% employer says its is strongly agree, 

34% employer said it is agree , 24% employer said that is nigher 

agree , 29% employer says disagree. 

2. 22% Employer strongly agree about teacher implemented the 

prescribed curriculum effectively, 28% employer said it is agree , 

27% employer said that is nigher agree , 23% employer says 

disagree. 

3. 23% employee strongly agree About prescribed syllabus effective 

for skill enhancement of the students , 27% employer said it is 

agree , 28% employer said that is nigher agree , 22% employer says 

disagree. 

4. 18% employee strongly agree the curriculum accomplished by the 

employees has relevance to industrial needs. 52% employer said it 

is agree , 8% employer said that is nigher agree , 22% employer 

says disagree. 

5. 63% employer strongly agree the extra co-curricular & activity 

offered by the institution has enhanced productivity . 17% 

employer said it is agree , 8% employer said that is nigher agree , 

12% employer says disagree. 

6. 72% employer strongly agree the find a good rapport between 

teacher and students. 18% employer said it is agree , 4% employer 

said that is nigher agree , 6% employer says disagree. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus need its revision for 

effective performance 26% employer says its is strongly agree, 

34% employer said it is agree , 18% employer said that is nigher 

agree , 12% employer says disagree. 

2. 22% Employer strongly agree about teacher implemented the 

prescribed curriculum effectively, 33% employer said it is agree , 

18% employer said that is nigher agree , 12% employer says 

disagree. 

3. 31% employee strongly agree About prescribed syllabus effective 

for skill enhancement of the students , 24% employer said it is 

agree , 27% employer said that is nigher agree , 18% employer says 

disagree. 

4. 27% employee strongly agree the curriculum accomplished by the 

employees has relevance to industrial needs. 43% employer said it 

is agree , 20% employer said that is nigher agree , 10% employer 

says disagree. 

5. 67% employer strongly agree the extra co-curricular & activity 

offered by the institution has enhanced productivity . 23% 

employer said it is agree , 4% employer said that is nigher agree , 

6% employer says disagree. 

6. 67% employer strongly agree the find a good rapport between 

teacher and students. 13% employer said it is agree , 12% 

employer said that is nigher agree , 8% employer says disagree. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus need its revision for 

effective performance 10% employer says its is strongly 

agree, 35% employer said it is agree , 20% employer said that 

is nigher agree , 35% employer says disagree. 

2. 15% Employer strongly agree about teacher implemented the 

prescribed curriculum effectively, 35% employer said it is 

agree , 25% employer said that is nigher agree , 25% 

employer says disagree. 

3. 25% employee strongly agree About prescribed syllabus 

effective for skill enhancement of the students , 25% 

employer said it is agree , 25% employer said that is nigher 

agree , 25% employer says disagree. 

4. 20% employee strongly agree the curriculum accomplished 

by the employees has relevance to industrial needs. 50% 

employer said it is agree , 20% employer said that is nigher 

agree , 10% employer says disagree. 

5. 60% employer strongly agree the extra co-curricular & 

activity offered by the institution has enhanced productivity . 

20% employer said it is agree , 10% employer said that is 

nigher agree , 10% employer says disagree. 

6. 75% employer strongly agree the find a good rapport between 

teacher and students. 15% employer said it is agree , 5% 

employer said that is nigher agree , 5% employer says 

disagree. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus need its revision for 

effective performance 10% employer says its is strongly agree, 

35% employer said it is agree , 20% employer said that is nigher 

agree , 35% employer says disagree. 

2. 17% Employer strongly agree about teacher implemented the 

prescribed curriculum effectively, 33% employer said it is agree , 

22% employer said that is nigher agree , 18% employer says 

disagree. 

3. 27% employee strongly agree About prescribed syllabus effective 

for skill enhancement of the students , 23% employer said it is 

agree , 24% employer said that is nigher agree , 26% employer says 

disagree. 

4. 20% employee strongly agree the curriculum accomplished by the 

employees has relevance to industrial needs. 48% employer said it 

is agree , 22% employer said that is nigher agree , 10% employer 

says disagree. 

5. 64% employer strongly agree the extra co-curricular & activity 

offered by the institution has enhanced productivity . 16% 

employer said it is agree , 7% employer said that is nigher agree , 

13% employer says disagree. 

6. 71% employer strongly agree the find a good rapport between 

teacher and students. 19% employer said it is agree , 5% employer 

said that is nigher agree , 5% employer says disagree. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus need its revision for 

effective performance 55% employer says its is strongly agree, 

20% employer said it is agree , 15% employer said that is nigher 

agree , 10% employer says disagree. 

2. 22% Employer strongly agree about teacher implemented the 

prescribed curriculum effectively, 38% employer said it is agree , 

25% employer said that is nigher agree , 15% employer says 

disagree. 

3. 28% employee strongly agree About prescribed syllabus effective 

for skill enhancement of the students , 22% employer said it is 

agree , 21% employer said that is nigher agree , 29% employer says 

disagree. 

4. 15% employee strongly agree the curriculum accomplished by the 

employees has relevance to industrial needs. 65% employer said it 

is agree , 9% employer said that is nigher agree , 11% employer 

says disagree. 

5. 65% employer strongly agree the extra co-curricular & activity 

offered by the institution has enhanced productivity . 15% 

employer said it is agree , 7% employer said that is nigher agree , 

13% employer says disagree. 

6. 72% employer strongly agree the find a good rapport between 

teacher and students. 18% employer said it is agree , 5% employer 

said that is nigher agree , 5% employer says disagree. 
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1. For the first question regarding syllabus need its revision for 

effective performance 9% employer says its is strongly agree, 36% 

employer said it is agree , 8% employer said that is nigher agree , 

37% employer says disagree. 

2. 27% Employer strongly agree about teacher implemented the 

prescribed curriculum effectively, 33% employer said it is agree , 

15% employer said that is nigher agree , 25% employer says 

disagree. 

3. 23% employee strongly agree About prescribed syllabus effective 

for skill enhancement of the students , 27% employer said it is 

agree , 22% employer said that is nigher agree , 28% employer says 

disagree. 

4. 19% employee strongly agree the curriculum accomplished by the 

employees has relevance to industrial needs. 51% employer said it 

is agree , 9% employer said that is nigher agree , 21% employer 

says disagree. 

5. 62% employer strongly agree the extra co-curricular & activity 

offered by the institution has enhanced productivity .1 8 % 

employer said it is agree , 18% employer said that is nigher agree , 

12% employer says disagree. 

6. 69% employer strongly agree the find a good rapport between 

teacher and students. 21% employer said it is agree , 5% employer 

said that is nigher agree , 5% employer says disagree. 
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ALUMINI FEED BACK ANALYSIS 

REPORT 

Session 2017-18 

 
 

1. The rate of the classroom teaching material about clarity and relevance 

to the syllabus 33% ,Alumni says that is excellent 42%, Alumni are 

Very Good 14% Alumni says that is Good and other 11% Alumni says 

that it is fair. 

2. 48% Alumni opinion are excellent, 22% Alumni says that is Very 

Good, 12% Alumni says it is good, 18% Alumni believe that is fair. 

3. During the programme the rate of the focused towards the research 

orientation , 37% Alumni says that it is excellent, 38% ,Alumni says 

that it is good 15%, 10% Alumni opinion are that it is fair. 

4. 53% Alumni believe that it is excellent about Teachers are able to 

identify our weakness and helped you to overcome them, 27% 

Alumni says that it is very good, 12% Alumni opinion are that it is 

good and 8% Alumni says it is fair. 

5. 67% Alumni says that it is excellent the coverage of courses during 

programme, 13% Alumni says that it is very good, 13% Alumni 

opinion are good and 7% alumini opinion is fair. 

6.  22% Alumni opinion are the syllabus applicability relevance to real 

life situation, 18% Alumni says that it is very good, 37% Alumni 

Opinion are that it is good, 23% Alumni says that it is fair. 

7.  52% Alumni says that it is excellent helps in our employment , 23% 

Alumni opinion are that it is very good, 18% Alumni says that it is 

good, 7% Alumni believe that it is fair. 

8.  42% Alumni says that it is excellent the teachers encourage you to 

participate in extra curricular activity, 13% Alumni says that it is very 



good, 11% Alumni says that it is good and other 4%, Alumni says that 

it is fair. 

9. 71% Alumni says that it is excellent the rate of the competitive 

examinations guidance provided by college, 9% Alumni says that it 

is very good, and 11% says is good and remaining 9% Alumni says is 

fair. 
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Session 2018-19 
 

1.  The rate of the classroom teaching material about clarity and 

relevance to the syllabus 33% ,Alumni says that is excellent 42%, 

Alumni are Very Good 16% Alumni says that is Good and other 9% 

Alumni says that it is fair. 

2.  46% Alumni opinion are excellent, 24% Alumni says that is Very 

Good, 14% Alumni says it is good, 16% Alumni believe that is fair. 

3. During the programme the rate of the focused towards the research 

orientation , 28% Alumni says that it is excellent ,37% ,Alumni says 

that it is very good , 14% good and 11% Alumni opinion are that it is 

fair. 

4. 47% Alumni believe that it is excellent about Teachers are able to 

identify our weakness and helped you to overcome them, 33% 

Alumni says that it is very good, 12% Alumni opinion are that it is 

good and 8% Alumni says it is fair. 

5. 62% Alumni says that it is excellent the coverage of courses during 

programme, 18% Alumni says that it is very good, 7% Alumni 

opinion are good and 13% alumini opinion is fair. 

6.  22% Alumni opinion are the syllabus applicability relevance to real 

life situation, 18% Alumni says that it is very good, 37% Alumni 

Opinion are that it is good, 23% Alumni says that it is fair. 

7.  52% Alumni says that it is excellent helps in our employment , 23% 

Alumni opinion are that it is very good, 16% Alumni says that it is 

good, 9% Alumni believe that it is fair. 

8.  41% Alumni says that it is excellent the teachers encourage you to 

participate in extra curricular activity, 14% Alumni says that it is very 



good, 11% Alumni says that it is good and other 4%, Alumni says that 

it is fair. 

9. 71% Alumni says that it is excellent the rate of the competitive 

examinations guidance provided by college, 9% Alumni says that it 

is very good, and 11% says is good and remaining 9% Alumni says is 

fair. 
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Session 2019-20 

 
1. The rate of the classroom teaching material about clarity and relevance 

to the syllabus 32% ,Alumni says that is excellent 43%, Alumni are 

Very Good 14% Alumni says that is Good and other 14% Alumni says 

that it is fair. 

2. 46% Alumni rate of the course evaluation method opinion are 

excellent, 24% Alumni says that is Very Good, 12% Alumni says it is 

good, 18% Alumni believe that is fair. 

3. During the programme the rate of the focused towards the research 

orientation , 26% Alumni says that it is excellent ,29%Alumni says 

very good , 17% Alumni opinion are good, 8% that it is fair. 

4. 52% Alumni believe that it is excellent about Teachers are able to 

identify our weakness and helped you to overcome them, 28% 

Alumni says that it is very good, 7% Alumni opinion are that it is 

good and 13% Alumni says it is fair. 

5.  65% Alumni says that it is excellent the coverage of courses during 

programme, 14% Alumni says that it is very good, 3% Alumni 

opinion are good and 17% alumini opinion is fair. 

6.  22% Alumni opinion are the syllabus applicability relevance to real 

life situation, 18% Alumni says that it is very good, 33% Alumni 

Opinion are that it is good, 27% Alumni says that it is fair. 

7.  52% Alumni says that it is excellent helps in our employment , 23% 

Alumni opinion are that it is very good, 16% Alumni says that it is 

good, 9% Alumni believe that it is fair. 
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8. 41% Alumni says that it is excellent the teachers encourage you to 

participate in extra curricular activity, 14% Alumni says that it is very 

good, 6% Alumni says that it is good and other 9%, Alumni says that it 

is fair. 

9. 68% Alumni says that it is excellent the rate of the competitive 

examinations guidance provided by college, 12% Alumni says that it 

is very good, and 11% says is good and remaining 9% Alumni says is 

fair. 
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2020-21 
 

1.  The rate of the classroom teaching material about clarity and 

relevance to the syllabus 33% ,Alumni says that is excellent 42%, 

Alumni are Very Good 16% Alumni says that is Good and other 9% 

Alumni says that it is fair. 

2.  42% Alumni opinion are excellent, 28% Alumni says that is Very 

Good, 8% Alumni says it is good, 22% Alumni believe that is fair. 

3. During the programme the rate of the focused towards the research 

orientation , 27% Alumni says that it is excellent, 38% Alumni says 

that it is very good, 25% Alumni opinionis good and 12% are that it is 

fair. 

4. 51% Alumni believe that it is excellent about Teachers are able to 

identify our weakness and helped you to overcome them, 29% 

Alumni says that it is very good, 9% Alumni opinion are that it is 

good and 11% Alumni says it is fair. 

5. 64% Alumni says that it is excellent the coverage of courses during 

programme, 14% Alumni says that it is very good, 12% Alumni 

opinion are good and 8% alumini opinion is fair. 

6.  21% Alumni opinion are the syllabus applicability relevance to real 

life situation, 19% Alumni says that it is very good, 33% Alumni 

Opinion are that it is good, 28% Alumni says that it is fair. 

7.  49% Alumni says that it is excellent helps in our employment , 26% 

Alumni opinion are that it is very good, 14% Alumni says that it is 

good, 9% Alumni believe that it is fair. 
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8.  42% Alumni says that it is excellent the teachers encourage you to 

 good, 13% Alumni says that it is very good and other 7%, Alumni says 

good and 9% that it is fair. 

9. 71% Alumni says that it is excellent the rate of the competitive 

examinations guidance provided by college, 9% Alumni says that it is 

very good, and 8% says is good and remaining 12% Alumni says is 

fair. 
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2021-22 
 

1. The rate of the classroom teaching material about clarity and 

relevance to the syllabus 32% ,Alumni says that is excellent 42%, 

Alumni are Very Good 16% Alumni says that is Good and other 9% 

Alumni says that it is fair. 

2.  44% Alumni opinion are excellent, 26% Alumni says that is Very 

Good, 11% Alumni says it is good, 19% Alumni believe that is fair. 

3. During the programme the rate of the focused towards the research 

orientation , 24% Alumni says that it is excellent, 41% Alumni says 

that it is very good, 11% Alumni opinionis good and 09% are that it is 

fair. 

4. 51% Alumni believe that it is excellent about Teachers are able to 

identify our weakness and helped you to overcome them, 29% 

Alumni says that it is very good, 8% Alumni opinion are that it is 

good and 12% Alumni says it is fair. 

5. 64% Alumni says that it is excellent the coverage of courses during 

programme, 16% Alumni says that it is very good, 8% Alumni 

opinion are good and 12 % alumini opinion is fair. 

6.  22% Alumni opinion are the syllabus applicability relevance to real 

life situation, 18% Alumni says that it is very good, 33% Alumni 

Opinion are that it is good, 28% Alumni says that it is fair. 

7.  52% Alumni says that it is excellent helps in our employment , 23% 

Alumni opinion are that it is very good, 14% Alumni says that it is 

good, 11% Alumni believe that it is fair. 

8.  41% Alumni says that it is excellent the teachers encourage you to 
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 good, 14% Alumni says that it is very good and other 9%, Alumni says 

good and 6% that it is fair. 

9. 68% Alumni says that it is excellent the rate of the competitive examinations 

guidance provided by college, 12% Alumni says that it is very good, and 

8% says is good and remaining 12% Alumni says is fair 

 


